What You’ll Need


Styrofoam balls



Toothpicks



Glue



Wiggle eyes



Chenille stick



Felt



Buttons



Twigs



Glitter
What You'll Do

1. Stack balls in size order, and connect them with toothpicks.
2. Glue on eyes, make a chenille stick nose, and add a felt mouth (a small circle is all you
need). Use twigs for arms.
3. Finish the look with small black buttons running from neck to belly. (Have younger
kids use small felt circles instead of buttons.)
4. Dust your snowman with dazzling white glitter for extra shimmer.
5. Accessorize your snow dude with a snappy felt scarf and hat. Make a second
snowman or a snowwoman to keep him company.

A Delivery Drone—or an Insect

What You’ll Need


Three craft sticks for each child



Yellow and black paints



Chenille sticks



Wiggle eyes



Glue



Glitter
What You'll Do

1. Paint one stick black and two sticks yellow.
2. Apply glitter—try gold for razzle-dazzle.
3. Place the matching yellow sticks on top of the black stick, but arrange them in a crisscross pattern. Stop there if you want to make a delivery drone. Or tack on eyes,
chenille-stick legs, and chenille-stick antennae, and voilà—there’s your insect.

Handprint Flamingos

What You’ll Need


Pencil



Lid from a gift box



Scissors



Fluorescent pink paint



Glue



Pink glitter



3 clothespins



Wiggle eyes



Pink feathers
What You'll Do

1. Trace your hand on the cardboard lid, and cut out the shape.
2. Paint both sides of the hand shape and sprinkle generously with glitter. Paint
clothespins too.
3. Orient the hand sideways, so the thumb points up. Use clothespins for legs (clip them
to the part of the palm that’s near the pinky). Use the remaining clothespin for the
head and neck, placing it on the palm but close to the thumb.
4. Add a wiggle eye to each side of the clothespin head.
5. Need more pink? Add fuchsia feathers. Don’t love that color? Try red paint and blue
glitter, and create a patriotic flamingo.
Glitter control tip: Cover your work surface with multiple layers of newspaper. Place
a sheet of creased construction paper on top of that. Try to confine the work to that
area. To tidy up, slide the glitter into the fold of the construction paper, and use the
paper to funnel the glitter back into its original container.

What You’ll Need


The printable pages of cutouts



Scissors



5 lunch bags



Tape or glue



Newspaper

What to Do

1. After downloading the printable cutouts, have your child cut out the doors,
windows, and awnings.

2. Fold the awnings at the dotted lines.

3. Tape or glue the windows, awnings, and doors to the lunch bags.

4. Stuff the bags with old newspaper, then tape them shut.

Smiley and Frowny Emoticons
What You’ll Need


Sheets of cardboard



Yellow paint



Glue



Wiggle eyes



Chenille sticks



Pompoms



Felt



Glitter
What You'll Do

1. Cut out two 3-inch cardboard circles. Paint one side of each one yellow, and glue the
unpainted sides together.
2. Add chenille-stick lips and wiggle eyes. (Glued-on felt or pompoms are good
alternatives to wiggle eyes if you have concerns about tiny objects.) Attach one
chenille stick, ends up, for the cheerful version, and the other stick, ends down, for
the cranky fellow. Change colors and faces for additional emoticons.
3. Cover all with glitter and call these your shimmering buddies.

Glitter Snowflakes

What You’ll Need



Clean white coffee filters



Single-hole punch



Decorative-edge scissors



Tape



Glitter glue
What You'll Do

1. Fold filters in half until each one is one-eighth of its original size. Then go crazy
punching out holes or using the scissors to create squiggles and shapes.
2. Unfold filters and assess efforts. Cover with glitter glue—try white, silver, or any
other color that makes a celestial statement.
3. Display on the fridge, tape to windows to show the neighbors, or hang for a glittery
mobile!

To create this Afikoman bag you will need:
• 2 sheets of 9×12 felt (usually found at your local craft store)
• pinking shears or regular scissors
• a hot glue gun or any kind of crafting glue; just keep in mind that crafting glue takes longer to dry.
• buttons and sequins for decorating
• puff paint (typically shelved with the decorative painting supplies at your local craft store)
To create the fold-over envelop flap: fold over the top edges until they meet in the middle.

You can pin a pin at the fold or just use your eye to cut along the fold line like so:

Then take your second sheet of felt and line it up at the bottom of your fold-over flap. This will leave
an excess of 4 inches at the bottom which you will need to trip off. You remaining envelope will be
8×9 inches big (not including the fold-over flap), the perfect size to fit a slice of matza!

Now it’s time to glue your pieces together to create an envelope! Glue a bead of hot glue along the
sides and bottom (bottom not shown).

If you are using a hot glue gun, you will have to work quickly. Also, do not let children use the hot
glue gun, and make sure the glue is completely cooled before you let them decorate. If you are using
other crafting glue, you have more time to glue and position your pieces, but you’ll need to let your
envelope dry for an hour or two so that is will hold securely before you let children handle it.

Now it’s time to decorate! Some sequins and decorative jewels come with a peel-off backing. If you
don’t have that kind just use a small dab of puff paint to hold them. Use your puff paint to create
swirls and stars and even the word Afikoman. Just make sure to let your puff paint dry overnight
before you go hiding it somewhere where the paint might smear off and make a mess.

Lego Seder Plate

Pretty sure we've never seen a more awesome seder plate than this one,
especially since it is totally made from LEGOs. Have the kids ransack their
stash and use all those odd little pieces to make this.

Origami Jumping Frog Instructions

1. Start with a rectangular sheet of paper
2. Fold both top corners to the opposite edge of the paper then unfold. ...
3. Where the diagonal creases meet in the middle, fold the paper backwards, crease well
and open.
4. Hold the paper at the sides, bring these points down to the center line, then flatten.
5. Color and don’t forget to add the eyes

